Abstract. The Visual Place Categorization (VPC) problem refers to the categorization of the semantic category of a place using only visual information collected from an autonomous robot. Previous works on this problem only made use of the global configurations observation, such as the Bag-of-Words model and spatial pyramid matching. In this paper, we present a novel system solving the problem utilizing both global configurations observation and local objects information. To be specific, we propose a local objects classifier that can automatically and effectively select key local objects of a semantic category from randomly sampled patches by the structural similarity support vector machine; and further classify the test frames with the Local Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbors algorithm. We also improve the global configurations observation with histogram intersection codebook and a noisy codewords removal mechanism. The temporal smoothness of the classification results is ensured by employing a Bayesian filtering framework. Empirically, our system outperforms state-of-the-art methods on two large scale and difficult datasets, demonstrating the superiority of the system.
Introduction
Place categorization is described as the problem of assigning a semantic label (bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, etc.) to a specific place. It is different from place recognition, which refers to recognizing a place that has been previously visited. To be specific, a place categorization system should be able to assign label "Kitchen" to a kitchen that has never been visited previously; while a place recognition system should assign label "Kate's Kitchen" to the very same kitchen that has been traveled before but maybe in different conditions (e.g. illumination, weather). Place categorization is an important topic in both computer vision and robotics. In computer vision, the semantic category can exert strong prior on the objects it may contain [1] . Hence, being able to label the semantic category of a place should boost the performance of object recognition and visual search. In the robotics area, successful place categorization will lead to better human-robot interaction and improve location awareness of robots.
Visual Place Categorization (VPC), according to [2] , refers to "the identification of the semantic category of a place using visual information collected from an autonomous robot platform". The emphasis on "visual" makes VPC different from place categorization problem addressed by the robotics community [3, 4] , which usually make use of other sensory data such as laser. The emphasis on "autonomous" and "image sequences" makes it different from the scene categorization/recognition problem in computer vision that focuses on recognizing the semantic category of a single image captured by a person. Despite the differences, VPC is still closely related to these topics. The breakthrough in VPC will help to improve the performance in place categorization and scene categorization, and vice versa.
Based on the nature of VPC, extracting useful information to make good prediction for single frame and integrating temporal predictions over time are two main challenges in order to solve the problem. To be specific, the two challenges can be expressed as how can one make prediction for a frame that is representative for certain category, like a frame from living-room with sofa and television; and how can one make prediction for a frame that does not have specific features or objects, like a frame only with a wall, using previous frames.
In [2] , these two challenges were addressed by a discriminative approach with the Bag-of-Words model based on the CENTRIST descriptor [5] and a Bayesian Filtering framework. A state-of-the-art work on VPC [6] tackled these two problems by a generative classification system and an online Bayesian change point detection framework.
Both of these works utilizing only the global configurations observation, which refers to extracting information using dense grid features and spatial pyramid without spending efforts on detecting or recognizing the objects of a frame. Although objects are very important in place/scene categorization, locating and recognizing key objects of a semantic category in a single frame may be more difficult than the VPC problem itself. And, manual annotating object in images or frames (for training object models and testing) requires too many resources. Therefore, in this paper, we mainly make these contributions:
-We propose an object templates classification method to utilize the local objects information. This method can automatically select important objects or key features of a semantic category based on training data by structural similarity SVM [7] , and use them as templates for future Local Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbors [8] based classification on testing images. Combining this method with the global configurations approach, the accuracy is significantly improved. We show the results in Section 4. -We further improve the global configurations approach. First, we employ the histogram intersection codebook, instead of linear codebook, since histogram intersection codebook has been proven to achieve higher classification accuracy than Euclidean distance codebook [9] . We also employ a noisy codewords removal mechanism that removes noisy codewords with small difference between intra-category similarity and inter-category similarity .
The paper is organized as follows: We introduce related works of this research topic in Section 2. In Section 3 we demonstrate the details of our system and the principles behind it. Section 4 shows the experimental results on two large and difficult datasets. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusion and discusses future improvements.
Relates Works
In this section, we briefly review the most relevant literature of the Visual Place Categorization problem. As we have mentioned, VPC is closely related to research topics like place categorization, scene categorization and place recognition. Hence we also review recent research efforts on these fields.
Place Categorization and Recognition. One of the early works on these two problems is a context-based vision system using "gist" feature by Torralba et al. [1] . [1] achieved high accuracy on recognizing places, while for categorizing, [1] 's accuracy was not satisfactory. Pronobis et al. [3, 4, 10, 11] extensively studied place recognition and categorization. [10, 11] focused on addressing place recognition under various weather and illumination conditions. Later works [3, 4] tried to solve the place categorization problem in a hierarchical and multi-modal way. Pronobis et al. also published several datasets in order to set up standard benchmark [4, 12] . In [13] , Ullah et al. used a SVM-based method to address place recognition and categorization on the dataset COsy Localization Database (COLD) [12] .
Scene Categorization/Recognition. This problem is quite similar to place categorization besides that it usually concern about recognizing single images captured by a person while the former two problems focus on image sequences or videos taken by a robot. In this case, since all the training and testing images are informative and independent, the problem of integrating temporal predictions is not a concern. There are plenty of works in computer vision dedicated to this problem. In [14] , Lazebnik et al. employed spatial pyramid matching to recognize scene categories. In [15] , Quattoni and Torralba described an indoor scene as a "root" containing the holistic information and movable "regions of interest"(ROIs). Their idea is quite similar to our classification system, which also tried to utilize both global information and local ROIs, except that their work relies on manual annotations while our system discovers key local features automatically. Recently, [16, 17] also tried to address the problem with the same global + local fashion. [16] used deformable part-based models (DPM) with latent SVM [15] to automatically select ROIs. [17] used deformable part-based models to explicitly locate and recognize objects, then used Adaboost to merge weak hypotheses from each object to a strong hypothesis of a scene.
Visual Place Categorization. This problem was first described by Wu et al. [2] . This paper also published a new dataset on VPC along with a Bag-ofWords model algorithm to solve the problem. In [6, 18] , the VPC problem was addressed in a novel way based on a fully probabilistic framework. They used a Bayesian change point detection algorithm to detect abrupt changes in image sequences and a Bag-of-Words model to measure place labels. The system was tested on the VPC dataset and the result matched state-of-the-art. The other work by Ranganathan an Lim [19] addressed the problem of categorizing areas in maps with given labels. This work is a real life application example of VPC.
A Novel Classification System for Visual Place Categorization
In this section, we introduce detail configurations of our system and the principles behind it. We divide this section into three subsections. In Section 3.1, we present the framework of the system. We also introduce the Bayesian filtering approach that aims to ensure temporal smoothness in this section. In Section 3.2, we present the global configurations approach by briefly reviewing [2] and describing a few improvements we make on it. In Section 3.3, we demonstrate how we utilize local information by selecting object templates with structure similarity SVM [7] from training images automatically and effectively, and classifying test images with these templates using Local NBNN [8] .
We formulate the VPC problem as follows: Given a sequence of images taken by a conventional camera mounted on an autonomous robot, for each image of that sequence, which we call a frame, we need to assign a label to it. Assuming that we have L categories and they are represented as C 1 , C 2 , ..., C L , we denote the category label of a frame t as X t , and X t should be taken from C 1 to C L . We need to calculate the probability distribution of X t , given a sequence of observation Z 1 , Z 2 , ..., Z t . In other words, we estimate P (X t |Z 1:t ), here Z 1:t represents the observations from time step 1 to t. Our system utilizes two kinds of observations: global configurations observation Z g t and local object templates observation Z l t . Z g t and Z l t are assumed as independent if the label X t is known.
Framework of the Classification System
Our classification system mainly consists of two parts, the observation part perceives the global and local information and the Bayesian filtering part integrates prediction of the current frame with predictions from previous frames. The system framework is shown in Figure 1 . Detailed description of the observation part can be found in Section 3.2 and 3.3. We first introduce th Bayesian filtering process here.
Given that we are dealing with image sequences, and we have no knowledge about whether a frame is representative of certain category or not, it is important to integrate information from many frames. Therefore, we employ the Bayesian filtering process to exploit image history in order to effectively integrate information. This process is also used in [2] .
We first assume a Markovian property between frames, that is, P (X t |X 1:t−1 ) = P (X t |X t−1 ). Thus, the Bayesian filtering process is determined by:
-The prior distribution P (X 0 ), which is uniform since we assume no knowledge about the environment at the beginning; -The category transition distribution P (X t |X t−1 ), which is set to be 0.99 if X t = X t−1 to reflect the fact that consecutive frames are likely to have the same semantic label; -The observation distribution P (Z|X). Since we assume Z g t and Z l t are independent when X t is known, we can get
According to [2] , we can then evaluate P (X t |Z 1:t ) by:
and
We then classify the category of a frame t to be arg max P (X t |Z 1:t ). The missing part of the system is how to get the global configurations observation P (Z g t |X t ) and the local object templates observation P (Z l t |X t ), for which we propose in detail in the next two subsections.
Global Configurations Observation
For the global configuration P (Z g t |X t ), we inherit the Bag-of-Words model from [2] and make a few improvements. We first divide each image into 4 × 4 = 16 subwindows, and extract a CENTRIST [5] descriptor from each sub-window. Then, we apply k-means clustering to generate one visual codebook for every subwindow, with codewords 1 to K so that each sub-window can be represented as an integer from 1 to K. Hence, the whole image is represented by a 16 dimensional vector:
and the posterior probability P (X t |Z t ) is estimated by
We assume uniform prior class distribution here and P (z g t,i |X t ) can be easily estimated from the training data.
We make several modification to improve the global configuration observation. First of all, histogram intersection based codebook is used instead of the linear codebook, since histogram intersection codebook has exhibited higher categorization accuracy than euclidean based linear codebook [9] . Given a histogram h = (h 1 , . . . , h d ) ∈ R d + , representing a sub-window (CENTRIST descriptor) in this case, the histogram intersection kernel κ HI is defined as:
Since κ HI is a valid positive definite kernel, there exists a mapping φ such that κ HI (h 1 , h 2 ) = φ(h 1 )
T φ(h 2 ). The histogram intersection kernel visual codebook evaluates the kernel distance, i.e. the distance between φ(h 1 ) and φ(h 2 ), while linear codebook only make used of the Euclidean distance between h 1 and h 2 . Therefore, the HIK codebook gives better classification results for vision problems. The HIK codebook is generated following Algorithm 1 in [9] .
Secondly, we employ a noisy codeword removal mechanism. For a visual codebook consisting of many codewords, unavoidably, there exist some codewords that are not useful, even harmful for the classification, since the codebook is generated in an unsupervised manner. Therefore, we want to identify these codewords and remove them for better classification results.
We consider codewords that cannot distinguish intra-class difference and inter-class difference well as noisy. To be specific, for each of the codeword k, we calculate the histogram intersection distance d HI between every two feature descriptors h into sum intra , otherwise we accumulate it into sum inter . Finally, we normalize sum intra and sum inter by dividing them by the intra-category descriptor pairs number and inter-category descriptor pairs respectively to get mean intra and mean inter . If the difference of these two means is small, i.e. |mean inter − mean intra | < , then we consider the expressive power of the codeword to be weak and remove it. Experiments show that these two improvements give better result, especially for the categories with less frames.
Structure Similarity SVM based Object Templates Classification
It is known that key features and salient objects of a semantic category are vital for place categorization and scene understanding [15] . As human, objects are the main information source for us to judge the semantic category of a place.
[2] used a global configurations approach and did not make use of local objects information. Moreover, according to [20] , the employment of bag-of-words model hurts the discriminative power of the feature descriptors. Therefore, we believe that adding non-parametric object classifiers will improve the classification accuracy.
However, it is possible that locating and recognizing key objects of a semantic category in a single frame may be more difficult than the VPC problem itself, and manual annotations cost a lot of time and heavy human labors. Hence, we need a way to automatically find out key objects/features of a category using all training frames of that category in a computationally efficient manner.
We make two assumptions: Firstly, since for a category there are usually several thousands of training frames, if we randomly sample some patches from each frame, it is very likely that many of these patches contain the key objects (or part of the key objects) of that category. Secondly, even though the objects of the same kind may have large intra-class variances, there exist some key objects from the same category share similar shape, contour, etc. across different places, e.g. beds and pillows in bedrooms, sofas and televisions in living-rooms, cabinets and sinks in kitchen, tiles in the toilets, and tables and chairs in the dining-room. Based on the latter assumption, it is reasonable to claim that, if a sampled patch is more similar to patches from the same category than patches from other categories, then this patch is more likely to contain a key object or part of a key object of that semantic category.
Usually, the similarity between two patches can be measured by many positive definite kernels such as the linear kernel κ LIN (x 1 , x 2 ) = x T 1 x 2 , or the histogram intersection kernel κ HI (x 1 , x 2 ) = j min(x 1j , x 2j ). However, these kernels only consider the pairwise similarity between x 1 and x 2 , which may lead to misleading similarity scores, especially when the intra-class variance is large. Unfortunately, for the VPC case, the intra-class variance is usually large since we try to deal with frame from different places. Therefore, a more robust similarity measurement is needed.
If we use examples beyond the pair x 1 and x 2 to assist in similarity computation, the similarity of x 1 and x 2 can be better evaluated, e.g. using background patches [21] . Furthermore, [7] illustrates that the structural similarity can greatly help to remove the ambiguities of pairwise similarity and provide more robust comparison results. Therefore, we use bibliographic coupling strength to measure the structural similarity of patches x 1 and x 2 , i.e., counting the number of patches that are nearest neighbors of both x 1 and x 2 . We can further encode a local graph as a sparse neighborhood vector, and existing SVM training and testing techniques can be perform directly. [7] show that the structural similarity is more robust for examples with large intra-class variance and for imbalance dataset, making it suitable for our usage.
Suppose we sample p patches from each of the n frames, we have a training set X = {x 1 , . . . , x pn } with pn patches. Given two patches x i and x j , if x j is in the k-nearest-neighbors of x i , we denote it as x i → x j . The structural similarity kernel is then defined as:
Here |·| is the size of a set. [7] has shown that the structural similarity kernel is a valid SVM kernel. However, existing SVM algorithms cannot be applied directly applied to solve this kind of kernel SVM problem. Alternatively, we can define a neighborhood vector n(x) for each patch x. n(x) is a pn × 1(since we have pn patches) vector where n(x) j is 1 if x j is in the k-nearest-neighbors of x, the k here is denoted as k 1 , to differ from the nearest neighbors number of the testing phrase. Thus, we have n(x 1 ), n(x 2 )...n(x pn ) totally pn neighborhood vectors. k STR (x i , x j ) is then n(x i )
T n(x j ). By transforming the patch descriptor to a neighbor vector, we can apply existing SVM algorithm (such as LIBLINEAR [22] or PmSVM [23] ) to solve the structural similarity kernel problem. This kind of SVM is called the structural similarity SVM.
It is shown in [7] that the decision values of structural similarity SVM can be used to measure how similar a patch compared to other patches from the same category. If we define G as the adjacency matrix of the kNN graph Γ X built for the training set X, and s = G T (α y), here α is the Lagrangian dual variables
T , y is the instance labels [y 1 , . . . , y pn ] T and is the element-wise product, then s j defined as
measures the balance in the local neighborhood x i : x i → x j related to the patch x j . A linear SVM using n(x i ) as training examples will lead to a classification boundary:
Thus the local balance vector s equals the classification boundary w. In this case, the local balance s contains in effect the signed authority scores learned through the SVM optimization. s j then reflects the similarity of one patch with other patches in the same category. By our previous assumption, if a sampled patch is more similar to patches from the same category than patches from the other categories, then this patch is more likely to contain a key object or part of a key object of that semantic category. Therefore, the higher s j , the more likely that this patch contains a key object. For that reason, we select certain number of patches with the highest s j (or w j ) from each category as the object template for that category. Fig. 2 shows the training patches with highest s j in 5 categories of the VPC dataset, which we use as object templates for this dataset. As one can see from the figure, we caught beds and pillows in bedroom, tiles and sinks in bathrooms, cabinets in kitchens, sofa in living-rooms and chairs in dining-rooms. These templates indeed contain the key objects of certain category.
Once we have the templates of each category, classifying one frame is then just measuring the Image-to-Template distances. In other words, we find out the closest template set of the testing frame and assign the templates' label to the frame. The Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbors (NBNN) framework can evaluate this kind of distance effectively. For implementation convenience, we choose to use a recently proposed Local NBNN framework [8] , shown in Algorithm 1. 
for all categories C found in the k2 nearest neighbors do 7: distC = min {pj|Class(pj)=C} di − pj 8:
end for 10: end for 11: Output: totals[C].
However, the output of Local NBNN algorithm, totals[C], is not a qualified distribution. Thus we use the softmax transformation
to get a normalized distribution, which is P (X t |Z l t ). The framework of the object templates classification system is shown in Algorithm 2.
Experiments
We tested our system on two large scale and difficult datasets: the VPC dataset [2] and the COsy Localization Database (COLD) [12] . The methodology and parameters are presented here. We implemented our system in C++ with no special Algorithm 2: Object templates classification using structural similarity
Resize it to width 320 and sample p 64 × 64 patches; 5:
for each patch do 6:
Generate a visual descriptor for it, denote as xj, assign the frame label to it as yj; 7:
end for 8: end for 9: for all training patches xj do 10:
Create a neighborhood vector with k1 nearest neighbors among all training patches, denote as n(xj); 11: end for 12: for each category Ci do 13:
Use (n(xj), yj), ∀j to train an HIK SVM model with one-vs-all strategy. Each instance is then associated with a decision value wj; 14:
Choose t patches with highest decision value wj and yj = Ci as object templates for this category; 15: end for 16: Testing: 17: for all testing frames do 18:
Sample m patches, generate a descriptor for each patch; 19:
Get totals[C] using Algorithm 1; 20:
Use softmax transformation to get the distribution P (Xt|Z l t ). 21: end for optimizations on certain datasets. Since we used FLANN [24] to do the nearest neighbors search and PmSVM [23] to train the neighbor vectors, the training and testing for all six homes in the VPC dataset took about 2 hours, and for 3 sequences of COLD took about 15 minutes, which are acceptable.
The VPC dataset [2] was taken from a conventional camera mounted on a mobile tripod to simulate an autonomous robot. It contains frames from 6 homes and 12 categories. Each homes typically contains several thousands frames with size 1280×720. This dataset is significantly difficult because of the "autonomous" property. There are many frames that are not informative at all. The example image are shown in Figure 3 . It reflects the real situation that a robot may come up with.
The COsy Localization Database (COLD) [12] was taken by two robots with a standard camera and an omni-directional camera. It contains frames from 3 labs in 3 different countries and a total number of 12 different categories. Typically, each lab has several sequences in different weather conditions. The image size of each frame is 640 × 480, which is much smaller that VPC dataset, and it is more diverse than that of the VPC dataset, which was taken from 6 homes all in the Greater Atlanta area (in Georgia, USA). For the global configurations part, we let codebook centers K to be 50 so that we have 50 visual words for each division. For object templates, there are five parameters: p, t, m, k 1 and k 2 . We set p = 10, k 1 = 10 and t = 1000 so that we sample 10 patches from each training frame, find out 10 nearest-neighbors for each patch and select 1000 templates for each category. We then set m = 24 and k 2 = 10 so that we sample 24 patches from each testing frame, and find out k 2 + 1 = 11 nearest-neighbors for each patch among object templates for the Local NBNN classification.
Testing on Visual Place Categorization without Reject Option
In the VPC dataset, there are 5 categories that occur in every home: bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, living-room and dining-room. [2] tested their system on these 5 common categories using the leave-one-out strategy (i.e., they trained on 5 homes and test on the remaining one, and then average the results of 6 homes). We follow their method to test our system, the result is shown in Table 1 . As one can see, our improvements on the global approach boost the accuracy by 2.34%. In particular, the accuracy of living-room and dining-room that have less frames are significantly improved. The result reflects that our improvement on codebook generation can effectively handle imbalance classification problem. The employment of object templates leads to a further 2% accuracy improvement, demonstrating the validity of our local object template classification.
Testing on Visual Place Categorization with Reject Option
[6] not only tested on the 5 common categories, this system also can reject the other categories using statistical hypothesis testing and mark them as a special category "transition" that include all frames from these categories. Our system dose not contain a statistical hypothesis testing part, but we can train a model for all the other categories so that we can compare our result with [6] . The result is shown in Table 2 . Only using global configurations and Bayesian filtering, the result is worse than [6] . However, if we employ local object templates, our system becomes higher in terms of accuracy, leading [6] by about 1%. Table 2 . Comparing our system with [6] . [6] 's result is using SIFT descriptor, which is the best in his paper.
bed bath kitchen living dining transition average PLISS [6] 61 
Testing on COLD
Although COLD is mainly intended for place recognition, we can still test our system on this dataset to show that the global configurations and local object templates classification system are very effective despite the large diversity and smaller image size. Here, we do not care about the weather condition, so use just use three standard sequence from three labs in the cloudy condition and use the leave-one-out strategy to test our system. We only tested 4 categories that are available for all 3 labs: Printer Area (PA), Corridor (CR), 2-Person Office (2PO) and Bathroom (BR). [13] tested their place recognition and categorization system on COLD, their categorization testing method is similar with ours, so we compare our result with them in Table 3 . Note that since they only provide histogram of their result with no exact numbers, their accuracy is estimated from the histogram. As shown in Table 3 , both the global configurations and local object templates classification system are still very useful despite the diversity of different labs and smaller image size. Table 3 . Comparing our system with [13] . [13] 's result is from cloudy condition, given that we also use sequences from cloudy conditions.
PA CR 2PO BR average COLD [13] 11.67 76. 17 
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel system to solve the Visual Place Categorization problem, utilizing both the global configurations information and the object templates information. We propose a novel local objects classifier that can automatically and efficiently select key objects from randomly sampled patches using structural similarity SVM and further classify the test frames by Local NBNN. We further improve the global configurations observation of [2] by employing HIK codebook and a noisy codewords removal mechanism. We ensure the temporal smoothness of the image sequences with the Bayesian filtering process.
Experiments on two large scale and difficult datasets demonstrate the superiority of our system. Our system not only gives overall accuracy that outperforms the state-of-the-art methods, but also provide more balanced and stable results between categories.
The system can be improved by employing a change point detection mechanism similar to [6] so that the image sequences are better segmented. Furthermore, we may enhance the object templates classifier by introducing some kind of noise removal mechanism like what we did in the global configurations approach.
